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A.

Subject and Verb

The most basic elements of a Greek sentence are the subject and the verb. These two
elements will be contained in every Greek sentence (though the subject may be imbedded
in the verb, and thus unexpressed). The subject and the verb are put in the following
places on the diagram:
Subject

Verb

or, for an example in Greek,
oJ a[nqrwpo"

lalei'

The horizontal line that the subject and verb are sitting on is called the base line. In this
example, you can also see that the subject is separated by a vertical line that runs through
the base line. This line is called a predicate marker. This marker is used to clearly
separate the subject from the verb.
All of the other elements of the Greek sentence are built around this basic nucleus. Even
when the subject of the verb is left unexpressed (which is quite often), it is generally best
to include it on the diagram for clarity's sake. The diagrammer can either check the
context and find the subject, or can simply put an "X" on the diagram in the place of
where the subject would be. In either case, the supplied subject should be put in
parentheses. For example:
lalei'.
He is speaking
(X)

lalei'

or

(aujtov")

lalei'

In both cases it is clear that the subject is implicit in the verb. This should make your
diagram look neater and should help cut down on possible confusion.
B.

Objects and Complements

There are two other elements that will be placed on the base line along with the subject
and verb. These elements are the object and the complement.
The object, or more precisely, the direct object (Wallace, ExSyn, 179-181; Basics, 83), is
placed after the verb on the base line (this is true for direct objects of any case) and is
separated from the verb with a vertical line that runs to the base line but not through it.
This line is called the object marker.
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oJ a[nqrwpo" lalei' to;n lovgon.
The man is speaking the word.
oJ a[nqrwpo"

lalei'

to;n lovgon

The predicate nominative (Wallace, ExSyn, 40-48; Basics, 30-33), one type of
complement, is placed after a linking verb and is separated from it by a line that slants
backward towards the beginning of the sentence. This line also does not run through the
base line. This line is called the complement marker. In this example, the verb is followed
by a predicate adjective, one type of complement (the predicate nominative would also be
diagrammed in this manner).
oJ a[nqrwpov" ejstin makavrioV.
The man is blessed.
oJ a[nqrwpo"

ejstin

makavrio"

The nominative case is the case most often used to designate a complement (both in
predicate nominative constructions with regard to nouns, or in predicate adjective
constructions), though the genitive, dative, and accusative cases all can be in the
predicate. The predicate genitive (Wallace, ExSyn, 102; Basics, 54) is found after a
genitive case participle and is making an assertion about another genitive substantive.
The predicate dative (Wallace, ExSyn, 152) is found after a dative case participle and is
making an assertion about another dative case noun. The predicate accusative (Wallace,
ExSyn, 190-192; Basics, 86-7) is found either after an accusative case participle or after
an infinitive and is making an assertion about another accusative case noun. In all of the
above cases, the verb will have some stative lexical nuance (such as eijmi, givnomai, etc.),
as is the case with all complement constructions.
h[/deisan to;n Cristo;n aujto;n ei\nai (Luke 4:41)
they knew that he was the Christ
aujto;n
(X)
C.

ei\nai

to;n Cristo;n

h[/deisan

Double Accusative Constructions

Two other constructions that occur fairly frequently need to be noted. These
constructions are the double accusatives of object-complement and the double
accusatives of person-thing (see Wallace, ExSyn, 181-9; Basics, 83-86). Though they are
both double accusative constructions, they are diagrammed differently.
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The object-complement construction uses both the object marker and complement marker
from above. The object comes first after the verb and is separated from it by the object
marker. The complement comes after the object and is separated from it by the
complement marker.
oujkevti levgw uJma'V douvlouV (John 15:15)
no longer do I call you [obj] servants [comp]
(X)

levgw
oujkevti

uJma'"

douvlou"

The other double accusative construction, the person-thing construction, is diagrammed
in a similar way, but with one significant change. Like before, the first direct object will
come immediately after the verb and be separated with the object marker. The second
object, the "thing" in the person-thing construction will come after the first object and be
separated from it by two vertical lines that come down to the base line. This is called the
double accusative marker.
ejkei'no" uJma'" didavxei pavnta (John 14:26)
he will teach you [p] all things [th]
ejkei'no"

D.

didavxei

uJma'V

pavnta

Other Uses of Nominatives and Accusatives

Most occurrences of nominative or accusative case nouns function as was described
above, though this is not always the case.
Sometimes the nominative case (Wallace, ExSyn, 64) and accusative case (Wallace,
ExSyn, 201-3; Basics, 90-1) are used to express time. This occurs infrequently with the
nominative case, though the accusative for time is not particularly rare. In both cases (this
applies to genitive (Wallace, ExSyn, 122-4; Basics, 60) and dative (Wallace, ExSyn, 1557; Basics, 72) nouns that express time as well) the noun is diagrammed on a left-slant
terrace below the verb, participle, or infinitive it modifies.
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ajnetravfh mh'na" trei'" ejn tw'/ oi[kw/ tou' patrov"
[Moses] was raised for three months in his father's house
ajnetravfh

(X)

mh'na"
trei'"
ejn
tou' patrov"
Adverbial accusatives are to be diagrammed under the verbal element in their clause
since they are adverbial in nature. The accusative of manner (Wallace, ExSyn, 200-1;
Basics, 89-90), accusative of measure (Wallace, ExSyn, 201-3; Basics, 90), accusative of
respect/reference(Wallace, ExSyn, 203-4; Basics, 91-2), and the accusative in oaths
(Wallace, ExSyn, 204-5) are all examples of adverbial accusatives.
Accusatives of retained object (Wallace, ExSyn,197; Basics, 88) and cognate accusatives
(Wallace, ExSyn, 189-90) are to be diagrammed like direct objects, after the object
marker following the verb.
Often accusative case nouns will function as subjects of infinitives. See the section on
infinitives to see how these are diagrammed.
Nominatives of exclamation (Wallace, ExSyn, 59-60; Basics, 36-7) are to be diagrammed
separately, with no explicit grammatical connection to the material around it.
\W bavqo" plouvtou kai; sofiva" kai; gnwvsew" qeou' (Rom 11:33)
Oh the depth both of the riches and wisdom and knowledge of God!
\W

plouvtou

bavqo"

kai;
sofiva"

qeou'

kai;
gnwvsew"

Nominatives of appellation (Wallace, ExSyn, 61) are titular nouns in the nominative case
which function in the sentence as if they were another case. When diagramming, put
these in the place they would normally be in if they were the other case. In the following
instance both didavskalo" and kuvrio" would normally be in the accusative case, so they
© 2002 Lexel Software, LLC.
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are to be diagrammed in the place they would have been if they were in the accusative
case.
uJmei'" fwnei'tev me oJ didavskalo" kai; oJ kuvrio" (John 13:13)
you call me Teacher and Lord
oJ didavskalo"
uJmei'"

fwnei'tev

me

kai;
oJ kuvrio"

Nominatives in proverbial expressions (Wallace, ExSyn, 54-5) do not conform to any
particular diagramming pattern. When approaching these constructions it is necessary to
diagram these in light of their particular contextual considerations.
E.

Adverbs and Attributive Adjectives

Adverbs and attributive adjectives are all diagrammed below the base line on a left-slant
terrace under the element that they modify. Adjectives will also appear on the base line
when they are predicate adjectives or when they are the complements in an object
complement construction.
Adverbs are generally diagrammed directly under a verbal element in a sentence (this
could be either a finite verb, participle or infinitive). For example:
The man speaks clearly.
oJ a[nqrwpo" lalei' fanerw'V.
oJ a[nqrwpo"

lalei'
fanerw'"

Adjectives are diagrammed in a similar way. For example:
oJ ajgaqo;" a[ggeloV e[lusen to;n oi|kon.
The good angel destroyed the house.
oJ a[ggelo"
ajgaqo;"

e[lusen

to;n oi|kon
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F.

Prepositional Phrases

Prepositional phrases, like adverbs and attributive adjectives, are diagrammed below the
word they modify on a left-slant terrace. In addition there is an object marker placed
between the prepositional phrase and the object of the preposition (like direct objects are
separated from their verbs).
aujto;" baptivsei uJma'" ejn pneuvmati aJgivw/. (Mark 1:8)
he shall baptize you with the Holy Spirit.
aujto;"

G.

baptivsei
uJma'"
ejn
pneuvmati
aJgivw/

Genitives and Datives

Most genitives and datives are diagrammed like adverbs and attributive adjectives (the
main exceptions are genitives and datives in simple apposition). They are on a shelf
below the base line and connected to it with a line that slants upwards from the left to the
right. For example:
to;n dou'lon tou' ajrcierevw" (Matt 26:51)
the slave of the high priest.
to;n dou'lon
tou' ajrcierevw"
Dative indirect objects (Wallace, ExSyn, 140-2; Basics, 67-8) are also diagrammed under
the verbal element in the base line. It is diagrammed like the genitive above, though the
horizontal line is extended slightly beyond the line that connects it with the base line. For
example:
e[balen to;n livqon aujtw/.
He threw the stone to him.
(X)

ejbalen
aujtw'/

to;n livqon

More often than not, a genitive noun will modify a noun and a dative noun will modify
some verbal element. However, this is not always the case, especially with genitive
nouns. They are very often verbal/adverbial in force, so they would be diagrammed
below another verbal element.

© 2002 Lexel Software, LLC.
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H.

Appositional Constructions

When a word is in simple apposition, it is connected to the word to which it is in
apposition by an equal sign (=). This signifies that the appositional noun is making some
assertion about the noun it modifies. All cases occur in appositional constructions.
aujtov" ejstin hJ kefalh; tou' swvmato", th'" ejkklhsiva" (Col 1:18)
he is the head of the body, the church.

aujtov"

ejstin

hJ kefalh/;
tou' swvmato" = th'" ejkklhsiva"

Sometimes whole phrases are set in apposition to a word. In this case the whole phrase is
put in brackets and connected to the word to which it is in apposition by an equal sign.
The above example shows how to diagram words that are in simple apposition to other
words. However, the genitive in apposition (as opposed to the genitive in simple
apposition – Wallace, ExSyn, 94-100; Basics, 52-4) is diagrammed differently, being
diagramed as most genitives, under the element that it modifies.
I.

The Article

In general, the article is to be diagrammed immediately before the noun, participle, etc.
that it is modifying. There are, however, some special notes that need to be made about
diagramming the article.
In some attributive constructions the article is to be put before the noun and in some it is
to be put before the adjective (this is for obvious reasons not an issue for predicate
position adjectives since they will never have an article). This is how the different
attributive constructions should be worked out: The article in first attributive position
constructions is to be diagrammed with the noun. In this case, it is most proper to see the
adjective as placed between the article and the noun rather than to see the adjective itself
as having an article. The articles in the second attributive position are to be placed before
both noun and adjective, since each have their own. the article in third attributive position
constructions is to be placed only with the adjective, since the article comes after the
noun.
First Attributive

Second Attributive

Third Attributive

oJ a[nqrwpo"

oJ a[nqrwpo"

a[nqrwpo"

ajgaqov"

oJ ajgaqov"
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Note must also be taken of instances (which are very common) where one article governs
two nouns, adjectives, participles, etc. In these instances, the article is placed on the
diagram before the branching of the various elements occurs.
oJ qeo;" kai; path;r tou' kurivou hJmw'n jIhsou' Cristou'
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ
qeo;"
oJ

kai;
path;r

tou' kurivou

jIhsou' Cristou'

hJmw'n
When the article is used as a pronoun, it is generally to be diagrammed like any other
noun, according to its function in the sentence. When the article is used as a pronoun, it is
always in the nominative case and will function as the subject of a verb, so diagram it just
as a normal nominative case noun would be diagrammed.
The article is sometimes used with the force of relative pronoun, being translated as such
in English (ExSyn, 213-215; Basics, 96). However, when diagrammed, they are
diagrammed more like appositional constructions as in the following diagram.
euJreqw' ejn aujtw'/, mh; e[cwn ejmh;n dikaiosuvnhn th;n ejk novmou ajlla; th;n dia; pivstew"
Cristou'. (Phil 3:9)
[that] I might be found in him, not by having a righteousness of my own which
[is] from the law, but which [is] through the faithfulness of Christ.

(X)

euJreqw'
ejn

dikaiosuvnhn
aujtw'/

e[cwn

th;n
ejk

ejmh;n

novmou

ajlla;

mh;
(dikaiosuvnhn)

th;n
dia;

pivstew"
Cristou'

The article is sometimes used to substantize (make another part of speech act like a noun)
another part of speech (ExSyn, 231-238; Basics, 103-106). The article will determine the
© 2002 Lexel Software, LLC.
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"case" of the newly substantized part of speech and it is to be diagrammed according to
case function.
uJmei'" ejk tw'n kavtw ejstev, ejgw; ejk tw'n a[nw eijmiv (John 8:23)
you are from the [places] below; I am from the [places] above
uJmei'"

ejstev

tw'n kavtw
ejk

ejgw;

eijmiv

tw'n a[nw
ejk

J.

Pronouns

Pronouns in general are diagrammed no differently than regular nouns. Determine case
usage and place the pronoun in the appropriate place.
Interrogative pronouns, however, do require special attention. The most common
interrogative pronoun is tiv", and it can be used substantivally or adverbially. When
dealing with a substantival usage, use its case to help determine its function in the
sentence. Also note that in stative/equative sentences, when the pronoun is either the
subject or predicate nominative, the pronoun is to be diagrammed as the predicate
nominative. When tiv" functions adverbially, it is the neuter form tiv that is used and it is
to be diagrammed like a regular adverb, under the verbal element in the clause on a leftslant terrace.
K.

Relative Clauses

Relative clauses (ExSyn, 335-345; Basics, 149-153) are diagrammed according to the
same rules that govern the diagramming of any independent or dependent clause.
Subjects, verbs, direct objects, etc., go in the same place as they do in regular clauses.
What differentiates the diagramming of the relative clause is that it contains a relative
pronoun that will have its own function as a subject or object, etc., in its clause. The
relative pronoun is connected to its antecedent in the main clause by a dotted line.
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o}n ga;r ajpevsteilen oJ qeo;" ta; rJhvmata tou' qeou' lalei'. (John 3:34)
For the one whom God sent speaks the words of God.
ga;r
(X)

lalei'

ta; rJhvmata
tou' qeou'

oJ qeo;"

L.

ajpevsteilen

o}n

Infinitives

An infinitive can function either in an adverbial fashion or as a substantive. Those that
function adverbially (ExSyn, 590-599; Basics, 256-260) are diagrammed like adverbial
participles, under the verb they modify and connected by a vertical line. However, before
the infinitive, two vertical lines run through the line it sits on. This is the infinitive
marker. An example of an adverbial infinitive can be seen in the following example:
…oujk h\lqon katalu'sai to;n novmon (Matt 5:17)
I did not come to destroy the law.
(X) h\lqon
oujk
katalu'sai

to;n novmon

The substantival infinitive (ExSyn, 600-607; Basics, 260-263) is diagrammed like a
substantival participle, except that it has an infinitive marker. Where it will be
diagrammed in the sentence depends on how it is functioning (as a subject, direct object,
etc.). For example, when it functions as a subject it will appear in the subject slot on the
diagram:

© 2002 Lexel Software, LLC.
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e[dei…aujto;n dievrcesqai dia; th'" Samariva" (John 4:4)
For him to pass through Samaria was necessary.
dievrcesqai

aujto;n

dia;

th'" Samareiva"

e[dei

Infinitives of indirect discourse are diagrammed in a similar manner (though they will
always be in the direct object position).
As can also be seen in the above example, an accusative case noun will often be found
functioning as the subject of an infinitive . In these cases, place the accusative subject
before the infinitive marker on the diagram.
Epexegetical infinitives (ExSyn, 607; Basics, 263) are diagrammed similar to adverbial
infinitives, except they will modify and so then be placed under a noun.
ejgw; brw'sin e[cw fagei'n (John 4:32)
I have food to eat.
ejgw;

e[cw

brw'sin
fagei'n

Infinitives will often occur with governing prepositions. In such cases the infinitive is
always articular. In such cases diagram the infinitive as the object of the preposition with
the article grouped with the infinitive.
to; staurw'sai
eij"

Some conjunctions, such as wJ" or w{ste, will function together with an infinitive. In these
cases diagram the conjunction on a vertical terrace, followed by the infinitive marker,
followed by the infinitive itself on a standard.
e[dwken aujtoi'" ejxousivan pneumavtwn ajkaqavrtwn w{ste ejkbavllein aujta; kai;
qerapeuvein pa'san novson kai; pa'san malakivan (Matt 10:1)

© 2002 Lexel Software, LLC.
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He gave to them authority over unclean spirits to cast them out and to heal every
kind of disease and every kind of sickness.
(X)

ejxousivan

e[dwken
aujtoi'"

pneumavtwn
ajkaqavrtwn
ejkbavllein

aujta;

kai;

novson

w{ste

pa'san
qerapeuvein

kai;
malakivan
pa'san

M.

Participles

The participle, being a very versatile part of speech, is diagrammed a number of different
ways.
Adjectival participles in the attributive position (ExSyn, 617-619; Basics, 269-270) are
diagrammed below the base line under the substantive that they modify. The participle's
line is connected to the base line by a vertical line.
to; u{dwr to; zw'n (John 4:11)
the living water
to; u{dwr
to; zw'n
Adjectival participles that are in the predicate position (ExSyn, 618-619; Basics, 270) are
diagrammed on a standard on the base line in the position that a regular adjective in the
predicate position would normally be placed.
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zw'n oJ lovgo" tou' qeou' (Heb 4:12)
the word of God is living
zw'n
oJ lovgo"

(X)

tou' qeou'
Adverbial participles (ExSyn, 622-640;Basics, 272-279) are diagrammed like the
attributive adjectival participle above, except they will be connected to a verb. Attendant
circumstance and redundant (pleonastic)1 participles are diagrammed similarly.
eJauto;n ejkevnwsen morfh;n douvlou labwvn (Phil 2:7)
he emptied himself by taking on the form of a servant.
(X) ejkevnwsen
labwvn

eJauto;n
morfh;n
douvlou

Both complementary participles (ExSyn, 646) and periphrastic participles (ExSyn, 647649; Basics, 281-282) are to be diagrammed on the baseline with the verb with which
they work in conjunction.
oJ Pevtro" ejpevmenen krouvwn (Acts 12:16)
Peter kept on knocking.
oJ Pevtro"

ejpevmenen krouvwn

Substantival participles (ExSyn, 619-621; Basics, 270-271) are diagrammed somewhat
differently. These participles and all their modifiers are put on a standard above the place
that the participle would stand on the base line. For example, when the substantival
participle is functioning as the subject of the sentence, it is put on a standard above the
subject position on the base line. For example:

1

Instances of direct and indirect discourse often occur in sentences with redundant participles. The
discourse can be put on a standard either to the right of the main verb as its object or to the right of the
participle as its object.
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h\san oiJ fagovnte" tou;" a[rtou" pentakiscivlioi a[ndre" (Mark 6:44)
those who ate the loves were five thousand men.

oiJ fagovnte"

tou;" a[rtou"
a[ndre"
pentakiscivlioi

h\san

However, if the substantival participle is functioning as a regular genitive or dative
substantive, then it is diagrammed on a standard above the place where any typical
genitive would be found. For example:
tou'to…ejstin to; qevlhma tou' pevmyantov" me (John 6:39)
this is the will of the one who sent me.
tou'to

ejstin

to; qevlhma
tou' pevmyantov"

me

If the substantival participle is functioning as the object of a preposition, then the
standard will stand in the place where a normal object of a preposition would stand. If the
substantival participle is functioning as the direct object, the standard would stand after
the object marker on the base line.
pa'n pneu'ma o} oJmologei' jIhsou'n Cristo;n ejn sarki; ejlhluqovta ejk tou' qeou' ejstin
(1 Jn 4:2)
every spirit which confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is from God
pneu'ma

ejstin
pa'n

ejk

tou' qeou'
ejlhluqovta

o}

oJmologei'

jIhsou'n Cristo;n

ejn

sarki;

Participles that are functioning as independent verbal participles (Wallace, ExSyn, 650653; Basics, 283), whether as indicatives or imperatives, are to be diagrammed on a
standard in the position that a verb would normally occupy.
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ajpostugou'nte" to; ponhrovn, kollwvmenoi tw'/ ajgaqw'/
hate the evil, cleave to the good
ajpostugou'nte"

to; ponhrovn

kollwvmenoi

tw'/ ajgaqw'/

(X)

(X)
N.

Conjunctions

Conjunctions are used to connect words. They serve a variety of different functions and
many of these are diagrammed differently.
Some conjunctions coordinate nouns, verbs, participles, whole clauses and other things
(and are appropriately called coordinating conjunctions). There are a number of
conjunctions used in this way, but the most common is kaiv. Other conjunctions contrast
two clauses, nouns, verbs, etc. For example, dev (usually) and ajllav are used in this
manner. When two items are connected, they are joined by a dotted line with the
conjunction being placed on that line. Though these are all coordinating conjunctions,
there are many different semantic categories that are all diagrammed this way. Ascensive
(kaiv, dev, and mhdev), connective (kaiv and dev), contrastive (ajllav, plhvn, kaiv, and dev), and
disjunctive (h[) conjunctions are diagrammed this way.
oujk h\lqon katalu'sai, ajlla; plhrw'sai (Matt 5:17)
I did not come to destroy, but to fulfill [the Law]
(X)

h\lqon
oujk

katalu'sai

ajlla;
(X)

(h\lqon)
plhrw'sai

Some conjunctions function adverbially and usually introduce subordinate clauses
(subordinating conjunctions). There are several different semantic categories of
subordinating conjunctions, including explanatory, causal, conditional, comparative,
local, purpose, result, and temporal.
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tau'ta levgw i{na uJmei'" swqh'te (John 5:34)
I say these things in order that you might be saved.
(X)

levgw

tau'ta

i{na
uJmei'"

swqh'te

Other conjunctions can function substantivally. Both o{ti and i{na are used commonly in
this manner. In the cases where the conjunction is functioning as a content conjunction,
the clause will take the place of a substantive somewhere in the sentence.
eijdovte" o{ti ajpo; kurivou ajpolhvmyesqe th;n ajntapovdosin th'" klhronomiva".
(Col 3:24)
knowing that from the Lord you will receive the reward of the inheritance.

(X)
o{ti

ajpolhvmyesqe
ajpo; kurivou

th;n ajntapovdosin
th'" klhronomiva"

eijdovte"
Sometimes these conjunctions can function epexegetically (adjectivally). In such cases
the conjunction and clause that follows is diagrammed directly below the noun or
adjective that is being modified.
ouj iJkanov" eijmi i{na uJpo; th;n stevghn mou eijsevlqh'/" (Luke 7:6)
I am not worthy that you should enter under my roof.
(X)

eijmi

iJkanov"
ouj

i{na
(X)

eijsevlqh'/"
uJpo; th;n stevghn
mou

Sometimes conjunctions are paired together and express a special meaning and are called
correlative conjunctions. There are many different pairings, like mevn…dev (on the one
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hand…on the other hand), kaiv…kaiv (both…and) and mhvte…mhvte (neither…nor), though
the most common is the mevn…dev construction.
jIwavnnh" me;n ejbavptisen u{dati, uJmei'" de; baptisqhvsesqe ejn pneuvmati aJgivw/ (Acts
11:16)
On the on hand John baptized with water, but on the other hand you will be
baptized with the Holy Spirit.
Iwavnnh"

ejbavptisen
u{dati

me;n
de;
uJmei'"

baptisqhvsesqe
ejn

pneuvmati
aJgivw/

Some conjunctions function ascensively (kaiv, dev, and mhdev) and emphatically (ajllav, ou\n,
ge, dhv, menou'nge, mevntoi, nai, and nhv). These are all diagrammed below the verb of the
clause.
o{" ge tou' ijdivou uiJou' oujk ejfeivsato (Rom 8:32)
who indeed did not spare his own Son

o{"

ejfeivsato

tou' uiJou'

ge

ijdivou

oujk
Inferential conjunctions (a[ra, gavr, diov, diovti, ou\n, plhvn, toigarou'n, toinu'n, and w{ste)
and transitional conjunctions (ou\n and dev) are diagrammed above the baseline on a shelf
and are connected to the beginning of the base line with a dotted line. Sometimes
prepositional phrases such as dia; tou'to function as inferential conjunctions. In such cases
diagram them accordingly.
tou' de; jIhsou' Cristou' hJ gevnesi" ou{tw" h\n (Matt 1:18)
Now the birth of Jesus Christ was as follows
de;
hJ gevnesi"

h\n

tou' jIhsou' Cristou'

ou{tw"
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O.

Grammatically Independent and Other Constructions

Grammatically independent constructions are those that do not have any direct syntactical
connection to the rest of the sentence. They are semantically connected to the idea of the
clause though grammatically they have no connection. There are several different kinds
of grammatically independent constructions.
Pendent nominatives (ExSyn, 51-53; Basics, 34-35) and accusatives (ExSyn, 198) are
grammatically independent. Since pendent constructions are not syntactically related to
the rest of their sentences, they is separated from the sentence in which they occur and
are put in brackets. These bracketed constructions are then connected to the main verb by
a dotted line. The parenthetic nominative is diagrammed in a similar way.
oJ nikw'n poihvsw aujto;n stu'lon (Rev 3:12)
the one who overcomes, I will make him a pillar
(X)

poihvsw

aujto;n

stu'lon

oJ nikw'n
Genitive absolute constructions (ExSyn, 654-655; Basics, 284-285), which contain a
genitive participle, are diagrammed similar to the construction above (nominative, dative,
and accusative absolute constructions are diagrammed in a similar manner). When the
construction contains other words, like a subject (which will be in the genitive case as
well) or an object, they are coupled with the participle and not with the rest of the
sentence.
Kai; ejkporeuomevnou aujtou' ejk tou' iJerou' levgei aujtw'/ ei|" tw'n maqhtw'n aujtou'…
(Mark 13:1)
And while he was coming out of the temple, one of His disciples said to him…
kai;;
ei|"

levgei
tw'n maqhtw'n

aujtw/'

aujtou'
aujtou' ejkporeuomevnou
ejk

tou' iJerou'
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Vocatives (ExSyn, 65-71; Basics, 38-40), including nominative case nouns when they
function as nominatives, are diagrammed above the sentence in which they occur,
generally above the verb, and are connected to the verb with a dotted line. If there are
multiple elements that appear at the beginning of a given diagram (such as several
vocatives, pendent nominatives, or signpost connectives), they can be stacked one on top
of each other above the base line. If the particle w\ appears with the vocative, it is to be
diagrammed on the shelf with the vocative, to its left.
Su; kat j ajrcav", kuvrie, th;n gh'n ejqemelivwsa"
You, Lord, established the earth in the beginning.
kuvrie
ejqemelivwsa"

Su;

th;n gh'n

kat j ajrcav"
P.

Words of Special Note

There are a number of words that deserve special attention because they have peculiar
rules or sets of rules associated with diagramming them. The following are some of the
more important.
1.

ijdouv, i[de

These are to be diagrammed like vocatives. Place them on a shelf above the base line
with a dotted line connecting the shelf to the base line.
i[de hJ sukh' h}n kathravsw ejxhvrantai (Mark 11:21)
Behold, the fig tree which you cursed has withered.
i[de
ejxhvrantai

(X)
2.

kathravsw

h}n

kaiv

kaiv most frequently functions as a coordinating conjunction. When two items (whether
they are nouns, verbs, adjectives or whole sentences) are joined by a coordinating
conjunction like kaiv, the construction branches into two parts with the conjunction being
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placed on a dotted line that runs from the beginning of the upper branch to the beginning
of the bottom branch.
hJ cavri" kai; hJ ajlhvqeia dia; jIhsou' Cristou' ejgevneto (John 1:17)
Grace and truth came through Jesus Christ.

hJ cavri"
ejgevneto

kai;

dia;

hJ ajlhvqeia

jIhsou' Cristou'

kaiv will also function ascensively at times (being translated "even"). In such cases it is to
be diagrammed below the element of the clause that it is modifying.
to; pneu'ma pavnta ejrauna'/, kai; ta; bavqh tou' qeou' (1 Cor 2:10)
The Spirit searches all things, even the deep things of God
to; pneu'ma

ejrauna'/

pavnta

ta; bavqh
kai;
tou' qeou'

It can also function with other conjunctions as a correlative. Some of these pairs include
kaiv…kaiv and te…kaiv. Correlative conjunctions are diagrammed between the two
branches they correlate with dotted lines connecting them to the upper and lower
branches.
proh/tiasavmeqa ga;r jIoudaivou" te kai; {Ellhna" pavnta" uJf j aJmartivan ei\nai
For we have already charged that both Jews and Greeks are all under sin.
jIoudaivou"
te

ga;r

ei\nai

kai;

uJf j

(X) proh/tiasavmeqa
{Ellhna"
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3.

i{na and o{ti

i{na and o{ti can function in a number of ways. First, i{na can function adverbially to
express purpose and result and can function complementarily. When o{ti functions
adverbially it is causal. In these situations, the clause following will be placed on a rightslant terrace and the i{na or o{ti would be placed on the line connecting the base line and
the terrace below. This can be illustrated with a verse seen before.
tau'ta levgw i{na uJmei'" swqh'te (John 5:34)
I say these things in order that you might be saved.
(X)

levgw

tau'ta

i{na
uJmei'"

swqh'te

They can both also function in a substantival manner. In such cases they cause their
respective clauses to act as a single noun in a sentence. In such cases the clause is to go
on a shelf supported by a standard and the i{na or o{ti is to be placed on the standard. The
position of the clause on the base line depends on its function in the sentence. So then, if
it is functioning as the subject, it is to be placed in the subject position. If it is functioning
as a direct object, it is to be placed after the object marker, and so on. o{ti as a marker of
direct or indirect discourse is diagrammed in this manner.
hjkouvsqh o{ti ejn oi[kw/ ejstivn (Mark 2:1)
It was heard that he was at home.
(X)
o{ti
(X)

ejstivn
ejn

oi[kw/

hjkouvsqh
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When i{na or o{ti clauses are functioning epexegetically, the clause is to be diagrammed
on a right-slant terrace under the noun that it modifies.
ouj iJkanov" eijmi i{na uJpo; th;n stevghn mou eijsevlqh'/" (Luke 7:6)
I am not worthy that you should enter under my roof.
eijmi

(X)

iJkanov"
ouj

i{na
(X)

eijsevlqh'/"
uJpo; th;n stevghn
mou

When a i{na clause is functioning imperativally (this is rare) it is to be diagrammed on a
shelf supported by a standard and should be placed in the verb position on the base line.
to; qugavtriovn mou ejscavtw" e[cei, i{na ejlqw;n ejpiqh'/" ta;" cei'ra" aujth'/ i{na swqh'/ kai;
zhvsh/. (Mark 5:23)
My daughter is near death. Come and place your hands on her in order that she
may be healed and live.

to; qugavtriovn

e[cei

mou

ejscavtw"
ejpiqh'/"

i{na
(X)

ta;" cei'ra"
ejlqw;n

aujth'/
i{na
swqh'/
(X)

kai;
zhvsh/

4.

eij

eij most commonly functions as the marker of the apodosis in a conditional clause. In such
cases, whether or not the apodosis comes first in the sentence, it will be diagrammed on a
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right-slant terrace under the verb of the main protasis. This can be seen in the following
illustration.
eij proswpolhmptei'te, aJmartivan ejrgavzesqe (Jas 2:9)
If you show partiality, you commit sin.
(X)

ejrgavzesqe
eij
(X)

proswpolhmptei'te

aJmartivan

Though this is uncommon, eij can introduce indirect questions. In such cases it is best to
diagram the clause on a shelf supported by a standard, with eij on the standard.
dokimavzete ta; pneuvmata eij ejk tou' qeou' ejstin, o{ti polloi; yeudoprofh'tai
ejxelhluvqasin eij" to;n kovsmon (1 Jn 4:1)
Test the spirits (to see) if they are from God, because many false prophets have
gone out into the world.
(X)
eij
(X)

dokimavzete

ejstin
o{ti

ta; pneuvmata
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Glossary of Grammatical Terms
Adjective – An adjective is a descriptive word that modifies a noun. Ex. The red house.
Adverb – An adverb is a descriptive word that modifies a verb. Ex. The boy read his
Greek New Testament quickly.
Antecedent – A word that a pronoun is pointing back to in the previous context.
Apodosis – The apodosis is the logical inference of a conditional sentence. Or, in other
words, it is the "then" part of a conditional sentence. Ex. If I go to the store, then I
can buy Greek books.
Apposition – A word that is in apposition is placed after another noun to explain its
meaning. Ex. My friend, Bubba, has Greek letters on his pants.
Asyndeton - Asyndeton is the name given to the joining of two coordinate elements
without a coordinating conjunction.
Clause – A clause is a part of a sentence that contains both a subject and a verb. In Greek
either the subject or the verb are often missing and are implied. In such cases it is
still considered a clause. Clauses can either be independent or dependent.
Coordinate clauses – Coordinate clauses are clauses joined by a coordinating
conjunction.
Coordinating conjunction – A coordinating conjunction joins two equal/parallel
elements in a sentence, whether they be words or whole clauses. Ex. I want
Tischendorf's Greek New Testament and a pair of pants for Christmas.
Dependent clause – A dependent clause is a clause that is begun by a subordinating
conjunction and cannot stand on its own as a sentence. Ex. I get a headache when
I read too much Hebrew.
Direct object – A direct object is a noun that is the recipient of the action of a transitive
verb. Ex. I study (study – a transitive verb) my textbook for Greek everyday.
Epexegetical – A word or clause that is epexegetical is functioning like an adjective. Ex.
I wish I had a morphology book to study.
Finite verb – A verb that expresses person and number and so limits the action to a
particular subject. Verbs in the indicative, subjunctive, imperative, and optative
moods are all finite. Participles and infinitives are not.
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Independent clause – An independent clause is a clause that can stand on its own as a
sentence. It will often be joined to other independent clauses or subordinate
clauses. Ex. I get a headache when I read too much Hebrew.
Indirect Object – An indirect object is the thing that the action of the verb was
performed for or to. In English the word "to" is customarily placed before the
noun. This is a very common function of the dative case in Greek. Ex. I brought a
Greek book to my friend as a birthday present.
Infinitives – Infinitives are words that have functions similar to both verbs and nouns. In
English infinitives generally begin with the preposition "to". Ex. I want to buy a
book on textual criticism.
Intransitive verb – A verb that does not take a direct object. Ex. I came to school today.
Linking verb – A verb that makes a connection between the subject and either a
predicate nominative or predicate adjective. The most common linking verb is a
form of "to be". Also called state of being verbs. Ex. I am a hopeful master of the
Greek language.
Objective complement – This is a word that complements, or says something about, an
object in an object-complement construction. Ex. Greek makes me happy.
Predicate nominative – The predicate nominative is a noun in the nominative case that
is joined to its subject by a state of being/linking verb and is saying something
about that subject. Ex. I am a happy student when I am in my Greek classes.
Preposition – A preposition is a word that indicates the relationship between the object
of the preposition and the word the preposition modifies. Ex. My copy of the
Septuagint is under the concordance.
Protasis – The protasis is the conditional statement of a conditional sentence. Or, in other
words, it is the "if" part of a conditional sentence. Ex. If I go to the store, then I
can buy Greek books.
Relative clause – A relative clause is a clause that is governed by a relative pronoun
which and is used to explain, clarify, or add additional information about a noun
in another clause. The noun it is explaining is its antecedent. Ex. The professor
who teaches me Greek is my hero.
Relative pronoun – A relative pronoun is the pronoun of a relative clause. Ex. The
professor who teaches me Greek is my hero.
Semantic – A synonym for the word "meaning".
Signpost connective – This is a type of conjunction that begins a section of discourse.
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Subjective complement – The subjective complement (or, predicate adjective) is an
adjective in the nominative case that is joined to its subject by a state of
being/linking verb and is saying something about that subject. Ex. Greek is great!
Subordinating conjunction – A subordinating conjunction joins a dependent clause to
another clause. Ex. I get a headache when I read too much Hebrew.
Substantival – A word is said to be functioning substantivally when it is functioning like
a noun.
Transitive verb – A verb that takes a direct object. Ex. I study my textbook (textbook –
direct object) for Greek everyday
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